Materials Needed
- Printer
- Scissors
- 3 pieces of paper
- Glue, tape or stapler

Assembly Instructions - Making the cubes
1. Print out Animals Moves Cubes game templates.
2. Cut templates along the outline.
3. Fold along dotted edges and glue, tape, or staple together tabs.

How to Play
1. Roll cube with the numbers to see who goes first. The person who rolls the highest number goes first, the second highest goes second, and so on.
2. Roll the cube with the animals, then the one with the numbers. The animal you land on is the movement you do, and the number shows you how many times you have to do your movement.

Animal Movements
- Rabbit - Hop like a bunny rabbit around the room.
- Monarch Butterfly - Spread your arms out and use them as wings as you “fly” around the room.
- Fiddler Crab - While squatting, put one hand behind your back while holding one up and doing a pinching movement.
- Snowy Egret - Make your arms into wings, keep them tucked in and use your long legs to walk around the room.
- Harbor Seal - On your belly, use only your hands and core to move around the room.
- Coyote - On all fours, crawl around the room like a coyote.

Have fun!